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For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1964
AND THOSE OF THE
EAST ANDOVER FIRE PRECINCT
ANDOVER VILLAGE DISTRICT
Oldest man in Andover, Frank Lull, 93 years old, was the reci-
pient recently of the Boston Post goldheaded cane. Shown here with
Mr. Lull, are Andover's selectmen, chairman George Brouthers,
Harry Emerson and John Chamberlin. Photo by Poblenz
Boston Post Cane
Once again, as time maxches on, Andover's Boston Post gold4ieaded
cane, fii'st awarded by that newspaper sornie 40 years ago to honor
the town's oldest living male resident, has changed hands. Follow-
ing the death of the late Eugene B. Currier on January 17 at tihe age of
94, the cane has been delivered by the selectmen to Frank Milton
Lull of Potter Place, now in his 93rd year.
Frank Lull, or 'Gene' as he is known to his friends, was boim in
Wilmot, May 24, 1872, came to Andover at the age of foui', and has
lived at the west end of the town ever since. He was married Sept.
9, 1893 to Lovina M. Seavey of Andover, who died Nov. 6, 1900. Long
(retired from active labor now, he makes Ms home with his son Clar-
ence M. Lull in that section of Potter Place known as Cilleyville.
A daughter Mrs. Florence M. LaClarity, lives in Whitefield, Me. A
half-brother, C'tis H. Morey, also resides at Cilleyville.
During his long life Mr. Lull worked at many occupations, most of
them connecited in one way or another with wood and lumber. Start-
ing as a livery stable attendant in his early teens he then worked in
a sawmill, next as one of a group on a sawing miacihine which travel-
led around cutting up the big wood piles along the railroad sidings
for the use of the wood-burning locomotives of that time, and then for
a year or two in the W. S. Trumbull Fis(h Rod Factory which once
stood in Cilleyville. After another short period as a brakeman on the
railroad Mr. Lull turned again to the sawmills, where he soon became
a board sawyer for more than twenty-five years. Following this he
was employed for a time at the U. S. Hame Company factory at
Andover, and lastly by the state highway depai'tment.
He is a past member of Charity Lodge No. 53, Independent Order
of Good Templars, of Wilmot and of the Senior Order of United Amer-
ican Mechanics of Andover. He has been a life-long Bepublioan and
strongly opposed to the use of liquor and tobacco in any form.
Frank Lull is the eleventh man to hold the Post cane in Andover
since it was originally awarded to John F. Emerson by a represenita-
tive of the newspaper. Succeeding holders of the honor have been
Dimond Shaw, Henry F. Stetson, Frank J. Vetal, James D. Farrell,
Charles E. Stevens, West C. Newton, Oscar R. Poblenz, Henry M.
Powers and Eugene B. Currier. With one exception none of these
elder citizens relinquished the cane to his successor short of four
score years and ten.
The Boston Post has long since passed into oblivion. It's gift has
survived the donor, but every now and then as the yeai's pass by its
memory is revived as tIhe honorarium it created long ago descends
to another elder citizen in some small New Hampshire town. One
wonders how many of these rosewood canes, their gold heads s:me-
what woam and shiny now from the many hands thru which they
have passed, are still in existence to keep up the tradition.
The picture on the front cover is THE LITTLE RED SCHOOiL-
HOUSE on Tucliea- Mountain, taken on a spring day in 1889-1890 with
all six puplis present.
The teacher iis Miss Hattie Belle Smith, a local girl whose parents
moved to Andover six years earlier. She was 16 years old when the
picture was taken and only a year oldsir than two of her pupils, which
was not unusual for the times. Her salary was $90 for twenty weeks
of teaching. Miss Smith later married Bain-on Shirley, the son of the
Hon. John M. Shirley, who was probably Andover 's (most famous
trial lawyer. Barron Shirley was boirn and grew to manhood at what
is now the Mitchell Meadow Inn, and became himself one of the
most notable early lawyers in Franklin.
The pupils are Edith Sara Hersey, Ned Allen Flanders, Eva Maude
Greeley, May Josephine Hersey, Grace Ida Tucker and Mabel Nancy
Greeley. Miss Edith Hersey, now living at Altadena, Oalifomia, in 1964,
forwarded the picture, which has been reproduced by Frank Poblenz.
For four more years after this picture was taken the children of
Tucker Mountain School District No. 10 were taught in this little
schoolhouse. In the fiinial year, 1893, Miss May Josephine Hersey be-
came its teacher, but with only three pupils left. It has served the
mountain folks for fifty-six years.
The building was built in 1837 by Benjaimin Tucker on land doniated
by his brother William Tucker. The following is quoted from the old
record book of the district now on file in the William Adams Bachelder
Library, with the original spelling:
(Nov. 12, 1836) "District met and cald meeting. Voted to make
some alteration (in previous plans). Voted to build sd school-
house 16 feet wide and 18 feet long, porch (woodshed) eight
feet by ten. Wm Tucker agrees to give the land on the otiher side
of the road. Voted to set the house on his land in the corner of
his orchard. B. Tucker agrees to build after making these alter-
ations for one hundred dollars."
The district met again on September 26, 1837 and voted "to ex-
cept of the schoo'lhose".
Note the 'hitching ring' in the corner post and the missing clap-
boards beneiath, pawed off by the horse of the one-man Superintending
School Committee who tied him there while making his inspections
of the little school. These missing clapboards reveal the vertical
plank construction of the side walls common in many buildings of
that time.
For a glimpse of the interior, with its crude wooden desks and
sloping floors, see the picture on the back cover.
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Ralph G. Chaffee
APPOINTED BY STATE FORESTER
FIRE WARDEN
Victor E. Phelps, Aindovei- Tel. 735-5484
DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Henry W. Pillsbury, East Amdover
Ralph G. Chaffee, East Andover
Hem-y R. Powers, Potter Place
Donal R. Miller, East Andover










Harold E. Kidder Jr.
Assistant Director








John B. Chamberlin, Selectman ex-officio
POLICE OFFICERS
Ernest S. Blake, Andover, Chief
Albert J. Sanborn, Potter Place
Louis J. Kroutil, Potter Place











Harold E. Kidder Tel. 735-5487
James Lafiosca Tel. 735-5439







Mm-ray E. Smith, Democrat
Henry W. Pillsbury, Democrat
Ervin R. Nelson, Republican
Florence S. Wyeth, Republican
APPOINTED BY STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
HELALTH OFFICER
George T. Brouthers
Tel. 735-8299 or 735-5106
FOR YOUR INFORMATION AND COVENIENCE
Selectmen Meet Every Tues. Evening
Town Clerk - Tax Collector Mon., Tues., Thurs. Eve. 7-9 Sat. 10-5
Andover Library Open Mon. Wed. 6:30 - 8:30 Thurs. 12:30 - 4:30
Wlm. Bachelder Library Open Tues. 1-4 and 6:30-8:30 Thurs. 6:30-8:30
Sat. 1-5
Andover Citizens Fire Co. Meet First Thurs. Each Month
East Andover Volunteer Fire Dept. Meet Second Wed. Each Month
Highland Lake Grange Meet First and Third Tues. Each Month
Blackwater Grange Meet Second and Fourth Thurs. Each Month
American Legion Meet Third Thurs. Each Month
Library Tioistees Meet Third T'hurs. Bach Month
Andover Fish and Game Club Meet Last Tues. Each Month
Andover Lions Club Meet Second And Fourth Monday Bach Month
School Board Meet First Weidnesday Each Month 3:30 At School
Rescue Squad Meet Every Tues. Eve.
Boy Scouts Meet Every Monday
Planning Board Meet Once A Month.
Andover P. T. O. Meet Third Monday Eaclh Month
Kearsarge Lodge No. 81 F&AM Meet 2nd Friday Every Month
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Town Warrant
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Town Meeting will open lat seven o'clock in the evenimg to act
upon the following subjects.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Andover in the County of Merri-
mack in said Stiate, qualified to vote in ToAvn Alfadrs:
(L. S.)
You are hereby notified to meet at the School Auditoriiun in said
Andover on Tuesday, the ninth day of March, next at one of the clock
in the lafternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropi'iations of the
same (Estimate $7,000.00) $7,000.00 in 64
3. To raise and appropriate money for highways and bridges and
take any action relating thereto, iinder the following headings
a. General Town Road maintenance (estim. $13,000.00) $13,000.00
in 64 If item "G" in article 3 approved, this figure will be $14,000.00
b. General highway expenses (estimate $4,000.00) $4,000.00 in 64
c. Asphalt and patch (Estimate $4,500.00) $4,500.00 in 64
d. Town Road Aid ($850.60 to match $5,670.64 from State)
e. Permanent bridge repair (Estimate $2,500.00) $2,500.00 in 64
f. Street lights (Estimate $1,300.00) $1,200.00 in 64
g. To see if the Town will vote to increase tliie salaries of it's
town employees up to $1.75 per hour
4. To raise and appropriate money for the protections of persons
and property under the following headings
a. Police Department (Estimate $500.00) $1,000.00 in 64
b. Fire Depai-tments (Estimate $2,200.00) $2,200.00 in 64
c. Civil Defense (C. D. directors request $500.00) $100.00 in> 64
d. White Pine Blister rast (State requests $98.00)
5. To raise and appropriate money for the payment of insurance
premiums of all types (estimate $1,175.00) $900.00 in 64
6. To raise and appropriate money for defraying the expenses of
the Town Health Department as follows.
a. General Expenses, covering dump maintenance, recording vi-
tal statistics and miscellaneous (Estimate $1,800.00) $1,800.00 in 64
b. Nursing service ($1,700 raised in 64)
c. Contributions to Franklin and New London hospitals ($150.00
each in 64)
7. To raise and appropriate money for the use of the Andover
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Library. Library Trustees request $1,985.00 $1,700 raised in 64
8. To raise and appropriate money for tlie care of cemeteries
(Estimate $500.00) $500.00 in 64
9. To raise and appropriate money for taking care of the poor, old
lage assistance and aid to soldiers and their families (estimates
$5,000.00) $5,000.00 in 64
10. To raise and appropriate money for maintenance and improve-
imeints at the Highland Lake Bathing Beach land take any action re-
lating thereto (Estimate $400.00 - $400.00 in 64)
11..To raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00, If item "G" in ar-
ticle 3 was appiroved, for the town's contribution to the social security
program for it's employees $550.00 was raised in 64
12. To s&e if the Town will vote to raise and 'appropriaite the
sum of $200.00 for the Dartmouth Lake Sunapee Region. $200.00 raised
in 64
13. (By Petition) To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions
of the Municipal Budget Law.
14. (By Petition) To see if t-he town so desires to have the tax list
printed am the town report annually
15. (By Petition) To see if the town desires to vote "That the
present agreement with Proctor Academy, (to accept their contribu-
tion to the Town of Andover, in lieu of taxes, be discontinued and that
Proctor Academy be taxed in the same ratio as other properties, less
their exemptions.
16. To see if the town will vote to participate in the urban planning
assistance program and appropriate $3,800.00 for the town's share of
the total cost
17. To see if the town wishes to elect it's Chief of Police in the
same manner other town officials are elected
18. To see if the town will auithordze the selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
19. To transact any other business that may legally comie before
this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this nineteenth day of February,









Town Budget For 1965
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $4,000.00
Town officers' expenses 1,400.00
Election and registration 300.00
Town office and library building 1,300.00
Social Secmity 600.00 $7,600.00





White pine blister rust 98.00 4,473.00
Health department:
Nursing service $1,700.00
Conitributions to hospitals 300.00
Recording vital statistics 25.00
Dump maiinteniance and supervision 1,775.00 3,800.00
Highways and bridges:
Road agent's maintenance payrolls $14,000.00
Asphalt and paitchdng 4,500.00
Special for bridge repair 2,500.00
General expenses 4,000.00
Town Road Aid 850.60
Street lighting 1,300.00 27,150.60
Public welfare:
Old age assistance $2,500.00
Toovn poor and soldiers' aid 2,500.00 5,000.00
C5emeteries 500.00
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Highland Lake bathing beach 400.00
Andover Library 1,985.00
Dartmouth - Lake Sunapee Region 200.00
Merrimack County Tax 7,214.72
Andover School District request 119,808.00
Total estimated expenditures $178,131.32
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
From sources other tjhan taxation of real estate and personal
property
:
From the State of New Hampshire:
Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
Reimbursement a/c state forest land
From local sources except taxes:
Dog licenses
Permits and filing fees
Motor vehicle permit fees
Cemetery trust funds
Proctor Academy gift for police dept.
From local sources except property:
Poll taxes
Timber yield taxes
Total Estimated Receipts $17,871.36
Amount necessary to be raised by property taxes to




INVENTORY OF GROSS VALUATION, APRIL 1, 1964




House trailers, 22 - 29
Electric plants, 3-3
Stock in trade
Boats, 43 - 48
Horses Ex. - 6
Cows, 173 - 214
Neat stock, 9-15
Sheep ajnd goats, 0-73
Gasoline pumps and tanks
Road building machinery-
Total Valuation
Exemptions to soldiers and widows
Exemptions cows and neat stock
Net Taxable Valuation
Poll taxes assessed at $2.00
Tax rate per $1,000 valuation
Vetenans receiving property tax exemption
Veterans exempted from poll taxes








SOURCES OF REVENUE, 1964
(With comparative figures for 1963)
The funds needed to cover the appropriatioms listed on the preceding
page, authorized by the town and school district meetings, come




Property taxes $156,766.25 $142,153.09
Poll taxes
Interest and Dividend taxes
Railroad taxes, estimated
Savings bank taxes
Reimbursement a/c state forest land
Revenue froim yield tax sources, estimated
Permits and filing fees, estimated
Dog licenses, estimated
Motor vehicle permit fees, estimated




March is here again. The days sometimes drag but the years seem
to really fly. This is the time when we begin to think about our
local Town govei-niment, Election of Town officials, articles in the
Town Wai-rant and our School System. This year we are attempting
to make a change in the writing of the Town Report. We feel that
if we take eiach item voted upon and approved at Town Meeting,
give the appropriation and explain where and how the money was
spent and any over expenditures or overlays shown everyone will
better understand each article.
Article 1 To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing
and elect a delegate to the Con. Con.



























DELEGATE TO CON. CON.
Ralph G. Chaffee
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Article 2 To Raise such sum of money as may be necessary to
defray the charges of Town government for the ensuing year and
make appropriation of the same (estimate $7,000)
This article approved.
Cliarg-es of Town government include town officers' salaries and
expenses. Expenses including mileage - phona calls, Postage,
stationai-y and necessary office supplies. Cost of Printing Town
Reports - Bounties paid, (Reimbui'sed by State) cost of offi-
cial forms, such as tax books, warrants, tax collector books,
deeds, etc. All form part of town government charges. This article
within the reialms of appropriation this year, your selectmen plan
repairs and some renovations of town office.
Article 3 To Raise and appropriate money for highways and bridges
and take any action relating thereto, under the following headings.
A. General town road maintenance (estimate $13,000)
A. Approved.
Perhaps all that could have been dons to improve some of the
gravel roads was not accomplished but this was due to the dry
weait'her and grading these gravel roads under these condi-
tions would be a liability rather than an asset. Going into Dec. 1
we still had approximately $1,300.00 left of this appropriation
but early snowfall and the numerous freezing rains and icing
conditions caused this article to run over slightly, due to
the numerous plowing and sanding trips caused by these condi-
tions.
B. General Highway Expenses (estimate $4,000.)
B. Approved.
These expenses include maintenance of the town grader. Re-
pairs and parts including labor and fuel, tires, repairs to the
plows, owned by the town including brackets, braces, blades,
lights and general upkeep. Grader was painted this year, one
new tire and an operational timing meter installed to replace
the original meter which is broken. Culverts are included in
general expense. Bridge Planking timbers, cement and materials
for bridge upkeep come under this heading. (This article does
not include permanent bridge repairs as under E of Article 3.
Town Road signs are part of this expense. This article also slight-
ly overrun due to the necessity of having to have the town
grader tii-es recapped.
C. Asphalt and Patch (estimate $4,500.)
C .Approved.
Under this article the town is required to resurface any T. R. A.
Road done within ten years from date of T. R. A. Project. After
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the winter's wear and tear, potholes, washouts and caveins must
be nuaintained, resurfacied and tarred. Town roads that have
been regraveled and widened and eventually surfaced are in-
cluded under this aiiacle. This larticle kep^t within the appro-
priation.
D. Town Road Aid ($844.84 to match $5,632.44 from State)
D. Approved.
This article more commonly known as T. R. A. Project was this
year done from the Y at Chase^ Hill to the Hale Shaw property,
known as Marston HUl, - 9/10 of a mile. This road has been a
problem in relation to upkeep - passability and plowing. Due to
the narrowness and high banks, this road in many instances
had to be plowed a second and third time in one storm due to
the high banks causing the snow to slide back into road. The
spring of the year was another hazard, the mud causing this
stretch of road impossible to travel until such time weather
permitted. This road was widened to 27 feet from an original
16 feet, new culverts installed for water runoff, stone wialls re-
moved, dips eliminated and curves straightened.
E. Permanent Bridge Repair, (estimate $2,500).
E. Approved.
Wooden stnjcture bridges, mot only in this town but in any
small town are a great problem and an expensive one, continual-
ly replacing undei-pinning, abutments, surface planking and side
rails. By atteimpting to reconstruct these bridges on a perma-
nent basis we feel that we can save money in the lonig run.
This year, the first of such reconstruction, the bridge leading to
Smith, Gregorenko, and Colgate has been completed. This bridge
in our estimation was the poorest of all. The abutments have
been reconstructed, steel eyebeams installed and resurfaced.
This accomplished within the confines of the appropriation.
F. Street Lights (estimate $1,200)
F. Approved.
Your board of selectmen, along with OVtr. Pillsbury of White
Mountain' Power Co. on several occasions, surveyed the town at
night trying to determine to the best of our ability the most
prominent and effective locations for installing the new m;ercury
street lights. After much consideration this was accomplished.
Resurveying the project, as to its effectiveness we^ were compell-
ed to make minor changes, wihich we felt were justified. After the
new lights were installed. No overrun in this article. This year
we wish to add two more mercury lights to our lighting sys-
tem, one to be located near bridge on Lawrence Street. The
other to be located where most effective.
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Article 4 To Raise and appropriate money for the protection of per-
sons and property under the following headings:
A. Police Dept. (esttmiate $1,000)
A. Approved.
The town moui-ned the loss of Leland G. Miller, an active mem-
ber of the local Police Dept. since August 1, 1953. William J. Mil-
ler Jr. has moved to Florida and Howard L. Hamilton resigned.
Appointed in the vacancies were Jaimes Humphrey, Andover;
Harold E. Kidder, East Andover; and James Ijafiosca, East
Andover.
Periodic patrolling at scattered intervals seeims to have most
of the cowhoying done by unthinking individuals, ta^med to a
minimum. A request has been made again inquiring as to the
possibility of having a member of the N. H. State Police Dept.
as a resident of the town. As of the time this report went to
press, there has been no positive answer to this inquiry.
Police' appropoations within the realms of confine. $500.00 in ad-
dition was contributed by Proctor Academy in January fox this
article
.
B. Fire Departments (Estimate $2,200)
B. Approved.
This article covers all expenses of the Fire Dept. including heat,
lights, phone, pay while on fire duty, hose and small niecessary
equipment. This article is usually stable and remains within
the appropriation.
C. Civil Defense (Estimate $100.)
C. Approved.
To this date there has been no call for increasing this sum. Like
most small towns theire is no great amount put into such a
prograan. Throug!h the combined effoirts of our Civil Defense
Director and Assistant C. D., they have organized a Rescue
Squad and are beaing taugiht and instructed in all phases of First
Aid and emergency rescue work. This organization will be a
tremendous asset to our townspeople and general public. Direc-
tors request $500.00 to help buy emergency equipment.
D. White Pine Blister Rust (State Requests $98.)
D. Approved.
This appropriation is mandatoiT- This disease is checked by
trained technicians in this field and necessary treatment admin-
istered. A just cause throughout state. This year, 1,248 acres
worked. Currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed, 207.
Article 5 To Raise and appropriate money for the payment of insur-
ance premiums of all types, (estimate $900.)
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Article 5 Approved.
This article covers the payment of all insurance policy premiums
required such as the fire and liability on the town office and li-
brary; Andover Fire Station and Equip.; E. Amdover Fire Sba-
ition and Equipment; Workmen's Compensaition. Town igraxier
and Town Dump. See further recommendations for future in
Selectman's Report.
This article overrun due to added premium covering the town
dump and also due to some incrieiased rates.
Article 6 To raise and appropriate money for defraying the expenses
of town health dept. as follows:
A. General expenses, covering dump maintenance recording vital
statistics and miscellaneous. (Estimate $1,800)
A. Approved.
Dump maintenance covers the salary paid to the caretaker
while on duty during the prescribed hours, maintenance of the
gate and fences, ^any bulldozing or gravel that may be required
to keep dump in a mianageable condition.
Vital Statistics average approximately $30.00 per year. This
includes recording and making out forms on births, marriages,
and deaths.
The miscellaneous mentioned in the section would cover the cost
of postage for vital statistics or any signs made for posting of
dump. This article overrun slightly due to necessary fill and
bulldozing work to maintain accessibility.
B. Nursing Seirvice. ($1,700)
B. Aproved.
This year thie town has been fortumate enough to obtain the
services of Mrs. Evelyn Haight as school and town nurse. Per-
iodic examinations of the school children and treatment and
transportation of some' of our townspeople when in need of this
service, keeps an available nurse pretty well on the go. Nurse
gets paid by the hour and mileage.
C. Contributions to Franklin and New London Hospitals ($150.00
each in 1963.)
C. Approved.
This item self explanatory. As in the past these contributions
help defray the cost and expenses of some of the less fortunate
citizens who are in dire need of hospitalization or medical care.
This money used by the hospitals for such cases.
Article 7 To raise and appropriate money for the use of the Andover
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Library. (The Library trustees request $1,700.00)
7. Approved.
This money used to aquii'e new books and pay the general
expense of library operaitions, such as shelving, paint, lighting
and upkeep. This article kept within its budget.
Article 8 To Raise and appropriate money for the care of its Ceme-
taries. (estimate $500.00)
A. Approved.
This money is used to pay the wages of the cemetery care-
taker. This appropriation combined' with the Trust Fund monies,
also covers the gas and oil and repairs to the power mower,
cost of gravel and loam and grass seed when required. Trust
Fund Amount $241.33. Kept this appropriation within the limit.
Article 9 To raise and appropriate money for taking care of the poor,
old age assistance and aid to soldiers and their families. (Estimate
35,000.)
A. Approved.
This appropriation can fluctuate from year to year due to the
unforseen hardships endured by some and the addition of cases
of old age assistance added, increased the amount of the town's
share paid to the state.
This article under its appropriation.
Article 10. To raise and appropriate money for the maintenance and
improvements at the Highland Lake bathing beach and take any
action relating thereto, (estimate $400.00)
A. Approved.
This $400 pays the wages of the caretaker who cuts the grass,
keeps the refuse picked up, empties the waste cans distributed
in the area. This also covers the general expenses of the upkeep
of the two bathhouses provided. Article within its appropriation.
Article 11 To Raise and appropriate the sum of $550.00 for the town's
contribution to the social security program for its employees.
A. Approved.
This article a necessity. Employees have to match the aonounit
of social secui'ity, withheld from their employees wages and
paid every quarter. This amount could easily vary depending
on the number of employees and amounts covered. Overrun by
narrow margin.
Article 12 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200 for the Dartmouth - Lake Sunapee Region.
A. Appixived.
For this ajnount the town gets honorable mention (and some
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advertising in the pamphlets distributed "by the Region pertain-
ing to our own area.
Article 13 To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions o f
Chapter 36:1 of the Laws of 1963, which make it legal for the tax
collector to accept prepayments on account of property taxes in multi-
ples of not less than $10.00,
THE TOWN DUMP
The Town Dump is now in the best condition it has ever been,
With the controlled hours and Mr. Gerald Smith, who is con^
tinually conscientious about the proper housekeeping of our Town'
(Shoppers World), we have a dump to be proud of, if there is such a
thing as a proud dump. Every report from the state's inspection has
beien excellent. We are .aware that the hours the dump is open to the
residents does not meet with the approval of everyone but your select-
men see no other way to properly maintain or control this situation by
leaving it open all the time. The lock will be Changed this next season
to better control tihe entering of this facility at off hours.
We at this time, wish to make an ^appeal to all our townspeople
using the dumping area. Your selectmen have added a public liability
insurance policy to cover the town dump. Two of the caretakers have
narrowly escaped serious injury by exploding pressure cans that were
tlaoughtlessly dumped on a going fire. We would like to emphasize the
importance of putting all paint cans with covers, pressure paint cans,
pressure cream dispensers, pressure oven cleaner cans, any air
pressurized container, covered metal or glass containers which have
had gasoline or any combustible contents, into a separate container
and place to one side or thrown deep over the banks of dump so
that they do not get into an area which may be burning or burned
and cause harmful injury to anyone who may be present at the time.
It is the suggestion of the Fire warden and your selectmen that tihe
brush dump be discontinued. This area is now and has been contin-
ually a public liability. With the town dump hours being controlled
some folks have been placing rubbish in this area and has caused
this area to invite others to do likewise. A cax-'ctaker caninot control
botli of thiese spots an the brush area not being fenced, it is impossible
to control. The boys camp, located next to this brush dump area,
has been conceirned over the danger of fire, especially during the past
two summer seasons when we had the prolonged dry spells. Rodents
in this area could be an important deciding factor for the Board of
Healtih to take action.
It is suggested that, at this town meeting, a special Citizens Com-
mittee, be selected, to investigate and locate a desirable location for
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a future town dumping ai'ea. It won't be too long before toe present
site is depleted and another location should be selected and approved
ready for use.
TOWN ROADS
Your Road Agent has one of the most important elected offices in
town. He has the responsibility of maintaining all the town roads and
should do so with discretion. He must maintain draimage (ditches
and culverts), tarring, sealing and asphalt patching where and when
necessary. Snow plowing, sanding, grading and graveling, thawing of
frozen culverts and cleaning of plugged culverts for proper drainage.
Installation of new culverts or drains where water run off becomes a
problem. Sweeping streets and treie limbing. Proper maintaininig and
care of any town owned equipment. Suggestions to the town for any
improvements that may better facilitate our town road system. He
must have at his disposal, the proper equipment, a means of keeping
this equipmenit in proper repair and running condition, so that
it is available when needed not have to wait for repairs or a new tire
or battery etc. He must have manpower available and willing to get
out and meet the immediate task.
Your selectmen have received calls asking why the road agent has
not plowed some of the state highways or why he doesn't plow out the
entrances to driveways after his or state plows fill them in. The Town
Road Agent has nothing to do whatsoever with any state hig'hwa/ys-
town roads only are his required responsibility. Driveways or walks
filled in by plowing must be taken care of by the property owners.
The town could never raise enough money to keep these diiveways
open and in severe stonns this could run into a round the clock basis.
Snow removal is one of the necessary evils most of us would be more
than happy to do without.
Some complaints and discussion have been received by this office
as to the amount of money spent on privately owned equipment used
for the town. Your selectmen agree that perhaps the only answer to
this would be that the town own its own equipment or rent the equip-
ment and pay the road aigent on an hourly basis. Perhaps in the long
run the town could save some money, but in any case we find by talk-
ing with selectmen from ether towns, that by owning town equipment
renting some or Road Agent owning his own, each category presents
its own individual problems and expenses.
The selectmen of Andover feel that perihaps more interest could
be created in the Road Agent's position if the elected post were incrieas-
ed to two yeiars in place of the one year now in effect. If the town so
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desii-es to remain with the present status of the Road Agent supplying
his own equipment, anyone initerested in running for this position
would soooer buy a piece of machinery knowing he had two years
ahead of him ratiier than one.
With some exerted pressure on the State's Highway Division we
were able, after two years, to convince the Highway Dept. of the
extreme need to build up and cut back ithe bad curve and slainted
road of Cemetery Corner, Rte. 11, East Andover. This has been ac-
complished anid has greatly impro^ved this curve and visability. The
R. R. overhead bridge near the N. E. Powieir Plant has been tempor-
arily repau'ed and after some hassel with the Boston Engineering
Division we received a letter stating that niew timbers and planking
have been set aside for a complete reconstruction of this bnidge
pending completion of a few prior commitments.
The Alpine siding located next to the State's Highway Shed in East
Andover was to be eliminated but through extensive rebuttal by your
selectmen, this siding will reimain in use.
ROAD WORK ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The old section of Rte. 4 between Mitchell Underpass to N. E.
Power plant wias widened land regraveled amd Road Agent suggests
oiling that section this year due to extensive use of this road by school
bus and cthisir vehicles too lange to clear the underpass.
Three new culverts on Shaw Hill Road and reset 2 culverts for
impiroved drainage, graveled where necessai-y.
In the Flaighole area, Franklin has blacktopped to the Franklin -
Andover Town lime and due to the extensive work done in the past
on the Andover side of Flaghole road it is suggested by the Road
Ageeit and Boiard of Selectmen that either Duncan or Town Road
maintenance money be used to continue the blacktop from Franklin
line to thi3 present completed Andover section einding at the Miax
Andrus propeirty. The cross road froim Holdens to Marston Hill Road
has been widened and graveled. This road has been in dire want of
repiairs for several years.
The gravel road extending from Albert Hoyt Property to the Jay
Emciry property has been widened, graveled, 3 new culverts and ditch-
es are built for water run off. This project a real asset to better facilit-
ate plowing and drainage. The wooden planked bridge located on the
Tucker mountain road again had to be replaced. This is the third such
replacement in the past eight years. The section of road from Ben-
jamin Grant's to George Fimiie's, commonly known as Maple Sitreet
has been in want of drastic repairs for some time. This year your
read agent widened, replaced 2 culverts, blasted 2 sections that pro-
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truded into the rightofway and cold patched sections necessary to pre-
pare roiad for sealing.
The bridge on Taunton Hill crossing Mountain Brook has been
replanked and new siderails constnicted and installed. This bridge is
one of the bridges to be reconstructed on a permanent basis if the
town so votes to continue this bridge rebuilding project.
The corner leading to the Patteiison property on Beiech Hill was wid-
ened and built up. Road was widened from the old Currier estate to the
new Collantan home, approx. 500'. This was the Duncan Project. New
guide posts were installed at the River bridge on Lawrence street.
Both approaches to the Kenniston Bridge wisre rebuilt and new sills
installed. Cold patch from bridge approach to R. R. track also graded
up road to track approx. 4 ft. to improve aproach to R. R. track.
The fill used for grading this aproach was taken from the high
banks on the road side thus widening road at this area amd improving
road drainage and plowing conditions.
Roadside guid© posts were installed where necessary on old Rte.
11 in Potter Place and in West Andover on old Rte. 4A. The road from
Max Andrus to the Dianforth Property was resealed and sanded.
3,000 gallons of tar were mixed and used for patching purposes where
required.
It is suggested by the Road agent and selectmen that a portion of
this years T. R. A. money be used to seal and complete the Marston
HUl T. R. A. project. This will add one more blacktopped road to
our Town Road system. Many of our gi'avel roads (approximately 15
sections) have been converted to blacktop roads in the past 10-12
years, each road completed helps to improve travel and upkeep.
TAXATION
We are inserting this paragraph in hopes of clarifying some of the
questions being asked by local residents. Two years ago, when the
town was reassessed ,your selectmen agreed on the valuations,
placed on each individual taxable property, to be one hundred percent.
The outcome, of the spot check appraisal, -made by the State Tax Com-
mission, proved out to be, in their estimation that the values set by
the local board w^as eighty five percent rather than one hundred per-
cent. In other words, each parcel checked by the state tax Commission
tui'ned out to be an average of fifteen percent higher than our figures.
When word of this spread about the town some taxpayers were under
the impression that fifteen percent should be deducted from their
valuations to make them the eighty five percent. This is not the situa-
tion, in fact in reality it is just the opposite. Thie Tax Commission
feels that we are fifteen percent too low. It is not our intenition to
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raise valuationis another fifteen percent to bring assessment to one
hundred percent but this is the true meaning of the outcoone of the
state's spot check.
In the case of Veteinans' exemptions some feel that if they own
more than one taxable piece of property they should receive the
$1,000.00 exemption on each. The law states tih^at a veteran is entitled
to a $1,000.00 exemption, provided he is entitled to such, under
required qualifications by law, on his principal place of abode only.
If both man and wife are veterans, each is entitled to exemption
therefore $2,000.00 is exempt. Totally disabled veterains one hundred
percent exempt.
This year, torses, s:heep and poultry are exempt. Oows aire $1,000.00
exempt provided the inventory blank was properly filled out and
signed. There again some felt that two diffeinent herds, housed separate-
ly would qualify for exemption on each herd. The exemption is $1,000.00
for the owner regardless if in one barn or more.
Each year we are confronted more and more with questions per-
taining to the proper taxation of privately owned schools. The law
covering these private schools state that only dormitories, a portion
of the kitchen and dining areas and a portion of the heating plaint
are taxable. Of this taxable portion by state requirements, they are
exempt $150,000.00. More exemption by vote of town. In other words
at least $150,000.00 by law and in some towns the town meeting ap-
proves more than this figure for exemptions sake.
The automatiion of the New England Power Plant will mean a great
loss to the town, not only in tax money by removimg a large percentage
of its taxable propeirty, but by losing some of the long time residents
of the town and close friends.
The only alternative this board can foresee to fiU the tax gap left
by this conversion is to work and hope for some type of industry
in our area. Your selectmen and two other civic minded residents
have been working in conjunction with ©ach other and with the
State Parks Commission to bring such an industry here, one hundred
percent financing has been arranged and we feel certain- we can
accomplish this for any tjoie of industrial business interested. We
wish that, if any local resident has any ideas along these lines, they
would convey them to the selectmen for further investigation. Another
question in the minds of many is that if ittoere is a difference in their
tax bills from year to year, they are under the impression that the
valuation on their propeirty has been changed. This is not the answer
The tax rate is set by the ^amount raised for all purposes at town'
meeting. This amount is divided by the valuation of lall taxable pro-
perty to arrive at the rate. This town, or any town, does not hiave
any rich relatives who pay the excess burden of taxes, increiased by
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additional appropriations. Each and every taxpayer shares the in-
creases.
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
IN CASE OF FIRE CALL
Andover (Citizens Fire Co.) 5-5220 — Chief Victor E. Phelps
East Andover (Volunteers) — 5-5290 — Chief Bryant Adams.
Maintain Fire Prevention Safety
Keep Fire extinguishers easily accessible.
Have Extinguishers checked periodically.
50 Ft. of garden hose attached to a faucet under sink could
save your home.
Never burn rubbish out of doors without permit from your fire
warden.
Don't Panic — Call your Fire Co. or have some one call. Never
take chances on putting it out alooe because it was a small
fire. There are many vacant cellar holes for this one mis-
take.
Your Fii-e Warden, Deputy Fire Wardens and Fire Chiefs express
their gratification for the cooperation extended by all concern-
ed for the extremely low rate of fires this year. With the
long dry spell this summer, the Fire Hazard was exceptionally
high.
HELP YOURSELF AND YOUR FIRE DEPARTMENT BY BEING
CAUTIOUS
Make sure all outdoor fires are coonpletely out by dousing with
water, spreading out coals and dousiing with water again and
covering with sand.
Use your car ashtray — Never throw lit cigEurettes or matches
out of window.
MAKE FIRE PREVENTION PART OF YOUR EVERYDAY CHORES
For Wood fires use soda acid extinguishers or C02
For Electrical use C02 or Dry Chemical extinguishers.
"The Eaist Andover Fire Dept. again this yeiar, requests the per-
mission of the townspeople to man the parking privilege at the High-
land Lake Beach. The cooperation of the members of the East Ando-
ver Fire Dept. make this task light work on the part of each m.ember
by rotating the names on the roster and everyone taking his turn
weekends in 4 hour shifts. A good percentage of the money collected
has been used to keep the bath houses in condition, puttimg out
additional rubbish containers, repairing the picnic benches and re-
painting them. This summer 3 new fireplaces were built to improve
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the facilities. Firewood is kept in the area of the fireplaces for con*-
venience sake. There will be 3 more ladditiional new fireplaces tlhis
spring. E. Andover Firemen place the floats out at the beach to
prevent boats from interfering with the swimmeirs.
CrVILIAN DEFENSE
This year your Civil Defense Director and Asst. Civil Defense
director have started a commendable project in forming a Rescue
Squad. The members of this squad are receiving instructions in all
phases of basic and advance first aid treatment. The Franklin Rescue
Squad willingly gave^ their time and free instruction on Rescue breath-
ing with the valuable aid of their Recessa Ann breathing dummy.
We wish at this time to publioally thank the Franklin Rescue Squad
for the valuable assistance they so graciously extended us. Mr. Nick
Wadlsigh of Tilton, la certified Red Cross instructor, is doing a com-
mendable sei"vice in training this Rescue Squad in the correct use of
first aid. Thie next course in line will be Advanced First Aid followed
by instructions in light rescue work. This training will be a valuable
aid to increasing the effectiveness of rescue work.
Your CD. Director and Asst. Director have 'attended out of town
meetings and cooversed with state officials of C. D. in an effort to
determine an efficient land economical system for further developing
a C. D. Pro(gram for the town. Through the combined efforts of the
Rescue Squad - C. D. and the Townspeiople, the C. D. Directors hope
to be in a position to equip each fire dept. with a Scott Air Pack,
a Stokes StretiCiher, an oxygen tank ^and regulator. The Rescue Squad
has members from each Fire Dept. and will be familiaiized with iheix
use, and in turn, hope to work in co-ordination with the respectoive
fire depts. in teaching each fireman in the proper use of this equip-
ment.
One alert has been executed through wlhich the school children have
bsen timed to determine how long it took for the students to leave
school and arrive hoime.
Buildings have been inspected in town, by the State C. D. officials
to determine qualified fallout shelters. Of the buildings inspected, only
one at Proctor Academy, met the required qualifications. As most
folks know, Proctor Academy supports a complete C. D. program
with each student an active participant.
As noted in the Town Warrant your C. D. Directors ask for ajn
appropriation of $500.00. Breakdown as follows:
2 Scott Air Packs $250.00 each
2 Stokes Stretchers $40.00 each
2 oxygen tanks and regulators. Price not veirified at time tMs
report goes to press.
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state Civiliajn Defense will onatclh the money raised by town to hielp
purchase this equipment. Remainder of money will be used to pur-
chase first aid equipment and training materials. The State Civil
Defense program has recently announced a Home Medical Oare
Course to be given in each town at no charge. This course will
cover miost everything from minor cuts and bruises to birth. This
will be a valuable asset to anyone ooncierned. The State C. D. hopes
tlhiat, Rescue Squads, Fire Depts., Police Depts., Civilian Defense
members and at least one member of each family will take this
course. Dates and time to be announced.
MUTUAL AID
3 members of Andover Citizen Fire Co. working diligently to-
gether to improve the Fire protection for tihe Town of Andover, have
successfully set up an agreement between the Fire Compianies of
Salisbury, East Andover, Wilmot and Andover. Purpose of the mutual
aid is to have more experienced help and fire equipment available
in case of uncontrollable dangers. Under this set up each fire co.
will send out a piece of equipment and men to help one of the compan-
ies in the Mutual Aid program, the towni pays for its own members.
This gives eacfh town added protection due to the extim fire fighting
equipment available and especially in localities wftiere water is a prob-
lem, the extra tankers and pumpers could mean (the difference of
getting the fire out or saving a cellar hole.
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Assets and Liabilities Balance Sheet
ASSETS
Cash in hiaods of treasurer.
Financial Report
RECEIPTS
Property taxes, 1964 $128,647.84
Poll taxes, 1964 620.00
Timber yield taxes, 1964 11.70
State head taxes, 1964 1,960.00
Property and yield taxes, previous years 26,456.40
Poll taxes, previous years 340.00
State head taxes, previous years 1,020.00
Interest received on taxes 420.00
Penalties on state head taxes 107.50
Tax sales redeemed 538.73
From the State of New Hampshire:
For Class V highways 1,375.66
Interest and dividends tax 5,807.01
Railroad tax 342.55
Savings bank tax 682.54
Reimbursement 1/2 forest fire costs 156.25









Temporary loians in anticipation of taxes 50,000.00
Insurance adjustments 20.97
Refunds of interest piaid 34.72
From Proctor Academy
:
Per capita contribution in lieu of taxes 785.00
Voluntai-y contribution to police department 500.00
Sales of town property:
One tax tiitle px'operty, taken and resold 233.22
One short 8" culvert 12.32
Eight town histories 40.00
Two cemetery lots 50.00
Prom Boston & Maine, for, fire on right of way 33.60
Re-entered oiutstandimg check 2.90
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Prom library trustees to cover social security anid
wiiithliolding taxes on librairians 356.40
Total Receipts from all Sources $229,988.28
Cah on bamd, January 1, 1964 39,895.21
Grand Total $269,883.49
PAYMENTS
Town officers' salaries $4,136.25
Town officers' expenses 1,444.05
Election and registration expenses 535.80
Expenses of town office and library building 622.82
Police department 992.50
Fii'e diepartmeints 1,810.63
WMte pine blister rust 98.00
Dog iiamage to sheep 50.00
Insurance premiums , 995.15
Civil defense 9-00
HedgeHoig Bounties $79.00
Health departmeint, nurse 583.92
New London and Franklin hospitals 300.00
Dump madjnitenance and supervision 1,605.92
Vital statistics (included in town officers salaries)
Town road maintenance payrolls 13,407.42
Class V road allotment payrolls 1,375.66
General highway expenses 4,262.40
Town road aid, to state 844.84
Asphalt and patching 4,491.10
New bridge construction 2,497.96
Street lighting 1,183.98
Andover library 1,700.00
Old age assistance 2,246.27
Town poor relief 2,494.56
Memorial Day flags 24.00
Highland Lake bathing beach and outlet dam 390.57
Cemetery care 623.95
Dartmouth - Lake Sunapee Region 200.00
Taxes bouglit by town 544.19
Taxes abated or refunded 466.97
Social Security, town's 3-5/8% share 517.87
SS and WH tax coverage for librarians 358.42
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state Tax Oonimission for boat reports 18.49
Tempoirtary loans repaM' 50,000.00
Interest on abovei 729.17
1963 head taxes padd to state treasaixer 1,265.00
1964 head taxes paid to state treasurer 1,377.00
Yield tax debt retirement 48.60
Merrimack County tax 7,214.72
Anidover School District
:
Balance of 1963-64 appropriation 55,288.61
On account of 1964-65 appropriation 46,300.00
Total Pajyments for All Purposes $213,134.79
Cash on hand, December 31, 1964 56,748.70
Grand Total $269,883.49
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Detailed Statement of Expenditures
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
George T. Brouithers, Selectman, ohiairman $859.50
Harry H. Emerson, Selectmao 637.50
John B. Chamberlin, Selectman 451.75
Ralph G. Chaffee, Selectman to March 10 237.00
Victor E. Phelps, Ti-easurer ($50 bal. 1963) 300.00
John W. Whitcomb, Tax Collector 1,000.00
John W. Whitcomb, Town Clerk 150.00
Recording automobile registrations 477.00
Recording vital statistics 23.50 $4,136.25
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSE
George T. Brouthers, mileage, misc. $151.70
Harry H. Emerson, mileage, misc. 9.60
John B. Chamberlin, mileage, misc. 13.23
Ralph G. Chaffee, mileage, misc. 18.09
John W. Whitcomb, postage, supplies 100.18
Victor E. Phelps, mileage, postage, supplies 57.25
Div. of Municipal Accoun'ting, 1963 audit 159.01
State Tax Comm., boat and trailer books 8.75
Branhiam Publishing Co., auto book 7.00
Journal - Transcript, 1963 reports 488.53
Geiorge Martin, postage and box rent 27.80
Katherine Wadleigh, postage 68.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 92.00
Andover Agency, Inc., town officer bonds 141.19
Kathleen M. Roy, conveyances and recording 29.20
Leila Y. Bartlett, list of estates .50
N. H. Municipal Ass'n, dues 44.02
N. H. Assessors' Ass'n, dues 1964 and 1965 10.00
N. H. Town Clerks' Ass'n, dues 3.00
N. H. Tax Collectors' Ass'n, dues 3.00
Ralph G. Chaffee, clerical work 12.00 $1,444.05
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Paul J. Fenton, Moderator $52.50
Lawrence C. Rising, Ass't Moderator 10.50
Theodore E. Hall, Supervisor 95.00
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Wellington S. Reed, Supervisor










Alvin S. Hawes, Gatekeeper
F. M. Piper, printing ballots
















TOWN OFFICE AND LIBRARY
Prescott Oil Co., fuel oil
White Mt. Power Co., lights
Kearsarge Telephone Co., phone








Ernest S. Blake, Chief, services $292.75
William J. Miller Jr., services 364.25
Jam^es A. Humphrey, services 62.00
Leland E. Miller, services 48.50
Albert J. Saniborn, services 40.25
John Jurta Jr., radio 145.75
Frank Poblenz, photos 24.00
Betty Bassett, paintdng signs 15.00
Red Cross, first aid manuals
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
Paid for Andover Fire Department:
Kearsiarge Telephone Co., fire phones $111.68
White Mt. Power Co., electricity 35.92
Prescott OU Co., fuel oil 326.45
Mobil Oil Co., gas, oil, service 88.70




American Fire Equip. Co., fog nozzle
Evans Radio, service
State of New HampsTilre, equipment
Sanels, supplies
Wm. MacDoniald, wood for July 4 fire
Samuel Eastman Co., parts
Victor E. Phelps, repairs
Paid for Bast Andover Fire Department:
Kearsarg'e Telephone Co., fire phones
Wliite Mt. Power Co., electricity
Prescott Oil Co., fuel oil
Mobil Oil Co., igas, oil, service
Eureka Fire Hose Co., 100 ft. hose
Sanels, supplies
C. A. Dorval Co., suippldies
Eddie's Auto Electric, gas, oil
General fire expenses:
Attendance at Canaan forest fire training
meetings




East Andover Volunteer Fire Co.,
Citizens' Fire Co.,
Total fire department expenditures
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Evelyn S. Haight, R. N., school and town nursing
Evelyn M. Klotz, R. N., school and town nursing
Margaret F. Fenton, R. N., school and town
nursing
New London Hospital Ass'n contribution
Franklin Hospital Ass'n contribution
INSURANCE
A. W. Frost Agency:
































Town office bldg. ($10,000 coveirag^)
E. A. Ford fire tinick liability
Andover fire tiiacks liability
Andover fire trucks comprehensive
Andover fire alarm comprehensive
Public liability, office - library bldg.
Public liability, town dump
Medical liability
Farm Bureau Mutual:
Grader liability and compnehensive
E. A. Fire Station, $3,500 coverage













Gerald P. Smith, caretaker
Perley B. Coutermarsh, caretaker
Arthur F. Woodward, caretaker
John Jui-ta Jr., labor and equipment
Fred H. Keyser, labor
Stephen Barton, labor
John Jurta III, labor
Charles Barton, labor
Jaanes Emerson, labor












Perley B. Coutermarsih, caretaker, labor
Mac's Repair Shop, service mower
Island View Garage, service mower
Cities Service OU Co., gas and oil







REPAIRS TO OUTLET DAM
Perley B. Coutermarsh, mowing grass, etc. $204.00
William D. George, truck and labor 35.00
R. P. Johnson & Son, materials for diam 76.80
Dalr^ond Bros. Inc., lumber for daan 29.90
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Lelajiid G. Miller, labor on dam





John Jurta Jr., Road Agent,
labor and equipment $7,630.39
Charles W. Barton, labor 999.00
Fred H. Keyseir, labor 957.50
James Emerson, labor 841.25
Prank E. Jurta, labor 607.50
John Jurta III, labor 431.25
Joseph Keyser, labor and equipment 429.10
Stephen Barton, labor 397.50
Albert F. Hoyt Sr., labor 182.00
Robert K. Jurta, labor 121.80
Albsrt F. Hoyt Jr., labor 117.25
Henry Pagan, labor and chain saw 108.12
William Walker 86.25
Paul Jurta labor and truck 70.80
G. Rctoert Robie, labor 71.37
Donald Bliss, labor amd truck 68.90
Pio Shampney, labor 47.82
Richard Elliott, labor 46.50
Wyman Ordway, labor 42.00
liawrence Prentice, labor 38.02
Maurice Taylor, labor 22.50
S. Douglas McLeod, labor 21.00
Michael Lorden, labor 17.30
Donald Corliss, labor 16.80
Floyd Spellman, labor 12.50
Joseph Cloutier, labor 10.50
Chester Shampmsy, labor 9.00
Mark ThompsiOn, labor 2.00
Kenneth Stearns, labor 1.50
EXPENDITURE OF STATE HIGHWAY AID
(so-called Duncan Fund)
John Jurta Jr., Road Agent, labor and equipment $1,181.31
Charles W. Barton, labor 42.00
Stephen Barton, labor 37.50
$13,407.42
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Fred H. Keyser, labor




Paid to the State of New Hampshire, the town's
share of the 1964 allotment of $844.84 to match
$5,632.44 paid by the State
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES
Prescott Oil Co., diesel fuel $300.10
Mobil Oil Co., service 10.73
Cities Service Oil Co., service 12.90
Mt. View Oil Co., service 6.27
Hartford Oil Co., filter 21.96
Penin-Hampshire Oil Co., oil 15.60
N. H. Bituminous Co., asphalt 269.20
N. H. Explosives Co., parts 407.86
Chiadwick-BaRoss Co., grader parts 550.84
Hathrons Inc., sander engine 58.92
C. A. Dorval Co., supplies 160.30
E. Cohen Steel Co., steel 16.54
Amchor Steel Co., steel 98.51
MingolLa Machinery Co., parts 12.54
Sanel Companies, parts and supplies 307.98
Rolfe Camp Co. Inc., supplies 8.90
Tilton Sand & Gravel Co., 6.34
Merrimack Farmers' Exchamge, supplies 11.88
E. J. Keegan Co., supplies 13.36
R. P. Joihnson & Son, door, lumber, paint 354.52
Island View Garage, service 16.69
Kenneth Steams, clearmg crossing 11.25
Mac's Repair Shop, service 8.94
New England Metal Culvert Co., culverts 514.56
State of New Hampshire, signs 76.96
Koppers Co., posts 82.50
D. G. Donovan, plow helper springs 35.00
Mahoney's Welding, plow bolts 10.85
Rice's Inc., gi'ader tires 590.71
Ray H. Prince, gravel 75.50
John Jurta Jr., gravel 74.50
Arthur F. Woodward, gravel 25.00
Betty Bassett, painting signs 15.00
$844.84
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Victor E. Plielps, service 9.41
J. E. Paltin Motor Transport, express 13.08
White Mt. Power Co., electricity, 7 poles 57.20 $4,262.40
ASPHALT AND PATCHING
John Jurta Jr., Road Agent, labor and equip. $2,137.50
Charles W. Barton, labor 270.75
Stephen Barton, labor 221.25
Henry Fagan, labor and chain siaw 161.75
William Walker, labor 173.25
Fred H. Keyser, labor 76.50
Frank Jurta, labor 63.75
Lawrence Prentice, labor 60.20
Pio Shampney, labor 35.00
Albert F. Hoyt Jr., labor 16.80
Robert Jurta, labor 51.80
Chester Shampney, labor 13.50
Michael Lorden, labor 20.30
Maurice Taylor, labor 37.50
George Banton, labor 47.60
Wyman Ordway, labor 7.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., asphalt 1,096.65 $4,491.10
PERMANENT BRn)GE CONSTRUCTION
(New Bridge Near Gerald Smith Farm)
John Jurta Jr., Road Agent, labor and equip. $880.50
Joto Jurta Jr., steel bridge girders 700.00
Fred H. Keyser, labor 155.25
Stephen Barton, labor 140.25
Charles Barton, labor 25.50
William Walker, labor 12.00
Henry Fagan, labor 4.50
John Jurta m, labor 10.50
Prank Jurta, labor 25.50
Structural Cement Corp., concrete deck 441.00
E. Cohen Steel Co., steel 46.76
Sanel Indutries, supplies 26.50
R. P. Johnson & Son, cement 7.50
Merrlmiack Faa:;mers Exchange, cement 8.34
Rolfe Camp Co., supplies "36
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Ray H. Prince, gravel 4;50 $2,497.96
STREET LIGHTING
White Mt. Power Co., general service $1,049.34
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire, Plagbole 134.64 $1,183.98
PUBLIC WELFARE
Old Age Assistance and ATPD, town's share $2,246.27
Aid to Town Poor:
Case No. 1 (individual)
Franklin Hospital $232.95
Dr. Robert Morin 50.00
Griffin Drug Co., insulin 61.30
One Stop Shop, food 565.66
909.91
Case No. 2 (faonily)
Roberts' Surplus Store, clothing 40.00
Case No. 3 (family)
Prescott Oil Co., fuel 53.95
Merrimack Farmers Exchaaiige, coal 62.00
Concord Electric Co., electricity 44.03
One Stop Shop, food 461.24
$621.22
Case No. 4 (family)
One Stop Shiop, food 371.27
Case No. 5 (family)
One Stop Shop, food 307.46
Aid to Soldier and Family:
Case No. 6
One Stop Shop, food 244.70 $2,494.56
UNCLASSIFIED EXPENDITURES
Andover Library Committee, appropriation $1,700.00
Dartmouth - Lake Sunapee Region, appropriation 200.00
Hedgehog bounties paid out 79-00
White pine blister rust control, appropriation 98.00
Concord National Bank:
TemporaiT loans repaid $50,000.00
Interest on above 729.17 50,729.17
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Taxes toought by tbe town 544.19
Taxes abated and adjusted 464.97
Dog daimage paid out 50.00
Social Security (town's 3 5/8% share of payrolls) 517.87
Social Security and Withholding taxes on librarians
remitted for library tnistees 356.40
State Tax Commission, for boat registration reports 18.49
Memorial Day flags 24.00
Refund of poll tax 2.00
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
Merrimack County Tax $7,214.72
Andover School District:
Balance of 1963-64 appropriation 55,288.61
Part of 1964-65 appropriation 46,300.00
State of New Hampshire:
Head taxes, balance of 1963 1,265.00
Head taxes on 1964 list 1,377.00
Bond & Debt Retirement a/c yield taxes 48.60 $111,493.93
Total Annual Expenditures paid by






Forest Fire Warden Report
The 1964 forest fire season surpassed the record year of 1963 in
both length and severity. For the second successive year, we exper-
ienced a rainfall deficiency of more than ten inches and the compound-
inig of such drought conditions, together with the many days of strong,
dry winds, characterized 1964 as ome of the most hazardous years in
the past half century. Although our fire season was three weeks
longer than t|hat of 1963, the number of fires showed only a slight
increase and more remarkable was the fact that the area burmed
di'oppsd from 2280 acres in 1963 to 900 acres in 1964. Early detection
and rapid response kept many potential fire disasters from becoming
reality. \Ne all owe a debt of gratitude to the men in this com.munity
who responded and fought our fires so efficiently. Our state is now
86% wooded and its economy - both industrial and reicr&aitional - is
greatly dependent on this forest resources. The responsibility foi- ade-
quate fire protection of this great larea - 4,350,000 acres - is everyone's
responsibility and prevention is one' of our most effective tools.
Prevention is good coimmon sense.
1. Take your rubbish to the town dump. If you must burn, obtain a
permit and watch your fire until it is dead out.
2. Instinjct your children in fire safety. Keep matches from young
children. Explain to them the dangers of lighting matches and
making outdoor fires.
3. Be sure discarded smoking material and matches are out.
A major portion of our preventable fires this year are chargeable to
three causes: (1) peinnit fires allowed to escape; (2) children
playing with 'matches; and (3) smokers. Let's be mindful of the fact
that all such fires endanger propei-ty and lives.
We wish to thank you for your very fine cooperation during the
past fire season and with your continued cooperation we are confident
that we cam improve our fire record in 1965.














Town funds expended $98.00
Cooperative aid to town 418.70
Total expenditures $516.70
1964 Town Appropriation $98.00
Town funds expended 98.00
Balance due town $
Area worked 1,248 acnes
Currant and gooseberry bushes destroyed 207
A check covering balance due the town is enclosed. Please cash it
promptly.
December 1, 1964




In 1964 your town appropriated funds for continuing control of the
White Pine Blister Rust in cooperation with the Division of Resources
Develcpiment. Final Returns to the Division showed that 136 towns
and cities, the largest number in the history of the work, did like-
wise. This, it is believed, represents a vote of continued confidence
in the department by the public and is most encouraging to those who
have the overall responsibility for the successful conduct of the work.
Confonming to our yeiaa-ly custom, there has been prepaa'ed, and is
attached henewith, a statement briefly summarizing accomplishments,
and expenditures of town, state and federal funds.
In our financial statement, the amount reported as "Ooopenatiive
Aid" covers not only expenditures for actual ribes eradication, but
'aJso state and federal funds spent in (1) detailed mapping and inspec-
tion of areas prior to actual control work, (2) research work that
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has reduced ttie size of the town control area, and (3) reseairch in
control methods to reduce cost of control in your iO'wn. The mapping
survey provides a pe^rmanent record Wbioh is of great value in plan-
ning future exaaninatins and workings of white pine stiajnds in your
community.
Because details of control work vairy from town to town, it is not
possible to cover all in a brief statement. Hdwever, the supervisor in
charge of the project in your town (name 'and address appear below)
would be pleased, upon your request, to join' you at yoxu: convenience
and discuss the present status and his future planning as it pertiains
to your community.
Our goal, which we are fast approaohing, is that time when the
entire control area in the state will be on maintenance ibasis, requir-
ing only minimum funds to sustain this condition.
Thanking you for your past and continuing cooperation, I riemiadn.
Very tiiily yours,













April 15, 1964 was the first meeting of the new Planning Board
consisting of Mrs. Paul Fenton, Sr., John B. Chamberlin, Victor H.
Piielps, Mrs. Irene Jewett, Benjamin E. Grant, Norris McLean and L.
Francis Kennedy.
The HiDmbers elected Mrs. Fenton Chairman and Mr. Kennedy Sec-
retory.
We held 7 meetings and disuussed many plans of towns similar to
Andover with particular attention to junk yai'ds, trailers, dumps, and
preserving what many have that will make them better places in which
to live.
We were fortunate to have 2 men from the Department of Re'Souroes
and Development at Comcord, Messrs John M. Lord and Randall P.
Raymond who kept us well imformed and how to finally come to in-
viting consultants to review the town.
Our January 18th meeting brought 2 members of the James M. Se-
wall Cconpiany, Consultants from Old Town, Maine who have dome
considerable planning of New Hampshire towns the size of Andover.
After hearing their story we invited them to be our consultants.
BERTHA W. FENTON
Chairman
As this report goes to press the Planning Board has scheduled a
public mseting on March 1, 1965 to discuss their proposals on planning
and zoning.
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Report of Town Clerk
Year of 1964




Total number licensed, 147
90 Males at $2.00 $180.00
38 Spayed females at $2.00 76.00
17 Females at $5.00 85.00
2 Half-kennel licenses at $10.00 20.00
Penalties after July 1 5.50
Less my fees for licenses
Automobile Taxes
:
34 1963 permits issued
900 1964 permits issued
14 1965 permits issued
Sold 5 Town Histories
Filing Fees
$9,053.64
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Report of Victor E. Phelps
Town Treasurer
The Treasurer for the Town of Anidover for the year ending Deoembeir
31, 1964 submits the foUowinig condensed report, the itemiaation of all
receipts and expenditures being the same as set forth in detail in
the report of the selectmen:
Cash on hand January 1, 1964 $39,895.21
Received from all sources during 1964 229,988.28
Total Receipts $269,883.49
Less Selectmen's orders paid 213,134.79
Balance on hand, Deoember 31, 1964 $56,748.70
VICTOR E. PHELPS
Treasurer, Town of Andover
Auditors
On Februiary 4, 1965 the Division of Municipal Accounting findshed
the annual audit for the Town of Andover and all financial records
and reports were foimd to be in proper order. The report of the audit







The Trustees Oif Andover 's two public libraries are proud to present
the following report:
At the Bachelder Library completion of the landscaping in the Pall
included new plantings around the building, gravel fill to oatch the
roof drip and losiming, fertilizing and seeding the lawn, and the inter-
ior of the 'miain library rooni was painted. We hope the improved
appea-ramjce will be la credit to the Town. A new dictionary stand was
purchased for the large dictionary, making it easier to use. Mrs.
Keyser, with the help of Trustees and Mr. Kelsey, gave four Story
Hours during the summer, with an average attendance of twenty-five
children.
At the Andover Librai-y, the renovation was completed, the floor
painted, and a new Children's Corner established with a suitable taible
and chairs, through the generosity of Mr. Amos Johnson, Mr. Fred
Tibbetts of Neiw London, and the Proctor Sunday School. This corner
is very popular.
Open House at Andover in April was held by the Trustees and li-
brarians, when an exceptional display by local artists was exhibited.
We are very grateful for the inteirest displayed by the public.
Cataloguing of the old fiction was started by the Trustees and will
be resumed this year.
The cooperation of the School has been very gratifying. Every eiffort
is made to supply books requested by various teachers, and a large
share of this year's book budget was spent for books for young readers.
Through the generosity of the Andover Community Service Club,
books to be used at the School were purohjased through the Coopera-
tive Book Buying Plan at considerable savings. These books were
chosen by the School authorities. By agreement between Mrs. George
and Mr. Burton, students continue to patronize the Library by classes
during school time. Because 160 students are registered at the Library
and a large proportion of them come eveiny week, the Trustees con-
tinue to assist Mrs. George on Thursday afternoons. Many children
patronize boith Libraries out of school time.
With the election of three new Trustees, the Board succeeded in
meeting the State standard of multiples of three. With the two LLbraries
to administer, it is felt that a minimum of six people is required. The
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policies were revised, salary raises to $1.25 per hour aviithorizedi after
Town Meeting had been so generous, and insurance covering medical
payments added to the Liability carried by the Bachelder libirary.
The Trustees held twelve regular meetings, attended the annual meet-
ing of the New Hampshire Library Trustees Association, a regional
meeting on the State Library Development Program, repiresenited the
Town at the Franklin Library when it received the Dorothy Canfield
Fisher awaa-d for improvement, and acted as hostesses at the Open
House, two Cooperative Book Buying meetings, and some- of the
Story Hours.
Our Librarians, Mrs. Claremce Keyser and Mrs. William George
have fadthfully fulfilled their regular duties; eac(h has assisted the
other in acting as hostesses at the Coop. Book Buying meetings,
attended a meeting of the State Library Development Proigram with
the topic "Library and School Cooperation. Mrs. Keyser was one of
four panelists at the State Library in November on book purchasing.
Wie are very proud of her.
13,032 books and magazines were circulated in 1964.




















EVELYN D. KENNEDY Chairman
Library Trustees
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Report of Andover Town Library
RECEIPTS
Balanoe on hand Januaxy 1, 1964







This is a brief report of some of the activities that your state
public health nurse has carried out during the year 1964 within the
area in Which your town is located.
Home visits were made to all age groups for health supervision,
nursing care, referrals, and so forth in each and every town.
Immunization Clinics were held in tihe tiowns of Bristol, Franklin,
Newbury, Sutton, Salisbury, Wilmot, Grafton, Hill, and Northfield.
A Chest Xray Clinic was held in Franklin in February.
A Praschool Dental Fluoride Clinic was held in Canaan in June.
All preschool children in Grafton were invited to reap the benefits of
this clinic.
Your state public health nurse is in her office from 8:30 a. m. to
9:30 a. m. Monday tlhrough Friday. The telephone nvmiber is Franklin





Andover Public Health Nursing Association
Mrs. Evelyn Klotz R. N. our school nuirse resigned in April, and
ws are pleased to have Mrs. Charles Haight of Salisbury to do our
school work.
In June Mrs. Dennis Fenton, with two from the nursing committee
aided Dr. Clark and State Nurse Rosemary Hawkins in pre-schiool
examinations for 23 childa'en.
A successful aiummage sale was held in October. The pnoceiedis are
being used for supplies, like an eye-testing machine, hot lunch pro-
gram, blankets and cots for teachers' and nurse's room at the school
and for the needy.
We wish to thank the people, who helped to make this year a suc-
cess. To Mrs. Klotz 'and Mrs. Haight for the wonderful work in
carrying out the sdhool duties. To Mr. Griffin for lending the nurse
his audiometer for school examinations. To the Lion's Club for
glasses for a needy child.
CORDELIA GRAVES, Chainnan STELLA THOMPSON
ELIZABETH DODGE GRACE CHAFFEE
HELEN PHELPS BERNICE POWERS
Nurse Committee Cash Account
Receipts
Bank Balance January 1, 1964 $994.26
Cash on hand January 1, 1964
Rummage sale proceeds
Refund from Greviors
Refund from 1963 Clinic
Interest on bank deposit
Less Expenditures
Medical, dental care and supplies
Beds and bLa;nkets (nurses room at school)
Clothing for needy children
Two benefit funds ($100.00)
School lunch anid milk program
Rummage sale expenses
General expenses
Bank Balance December 31, 1964
Cash on hand, December 31, 1964
$9.00
School Board's Report
TO THE CITIZENS OF ANDOVER:
We have had one teacher for each grade in the elementary school
this year, as well as four part-time teachers, one each in Music,
Art, Home Economics and Shop. Your school boiard feels this has
worked out weU and that a very good educational pnoigram has
been developed. We feel tlie four part-time teachers have contributed
in many ways to the over-iall program and have greatly enriched
what the school has to offer. Mrs. Pierce has put on some fine
muscal programs, and we have' had some excellent art exhibits
during the year. Mr. Day has also developed a fine physical education
pi'ogiiam.
Mr. Henderson resigned as principal during the summer and we
were able to secure Mr. Raymond Burton as principal. Mr. Burton
is a real eiducator and has done a great deial to improve elementai-y
education in Anidover.
The AndO'Ver Nursing Committee has employed a school nurse who
has given our school children excellent sei'vice. Mrs. Haight of Salis-
bury was employed, and she has taken a real interest in the health
of the yoiung people. Her suggestions and follow up work has resulted
in real Lmprovemeaiit iin many cases.
Mrs. Nelson and her assistants have developed a fine school lunch
program, in which most of the students participate. Your School
Board very much appreciates the way the school limch program has
been developed and we feel it has contributed much to the welfare
of the school population.
The trustees of the Andover Library continue to cooperatei with the
schools in every way possible. This has been of neal value to our
young people and has greatly assisted the- school program.
We would like to express our appreciation to all citizens and organ-






To the School Board and Citizens of Andover:
The Andover elementary school, for the first time, has one grade
per teacher. This is a very desirable arrangement, and should result
in better educational opportunities for all pupils in the school.
Grades five througli eight are organized this year on a departmen-
talized basis. Thdis was done as a trial program ibut seiems to be ef-
fective. It would seem desirable to continue this orirangement for
next year, at least on a limited basis.
Many activities are carried on at the sch^ool in addition to the regu-
lar classroom work. This gives the pupils broad experience and helps
to develop initiative and self confidence, which will ibe so necessary
in all future endeavors.
Tuition costs will increase only slightly next year but may be ex-
pected to continue their upward trend, as all school costs seem to do
each year.
Transportation, salaries and tuition will continue to be m.ajor items
in the school budget.
Figures available at the moment indicate that seventy-five Ando-
ver pupils may be enrolled in secondary schools next year.
On behalf of the school board, I welcome this apportuniity to thanik
the school principal, the teachers and all staff members for tiieir






To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of Andover,
New Hampshire qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Andoiver School Auditorium
in said district on the 9th day of March 1965, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Modenator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the enisuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
4. To choose a Treasurteir for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the Sdhool Board and
Truant Officer, and fix tiie compensation of any other officers or
agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, CJommittees, or Officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Oomimittees in relation to aay
subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see w^hat sum of money the district will raise and approprdate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district
and to authorize the application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the state foundation aid
fund together with other income; the school board to certify to the
selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and the appro-
priation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district wiU authorize the school board to exceed
the adopted budget of 1964-65 by an amount not to exceed $2,000.00
if needed.
10. To see if the district will create an Area Sdhool Planning
Committee and elect the members thereof, or determine that tlhey
shall be appointed by the moderator,
11. To see if the district will vote to appropriate the sum of $1,461.49,
in addition to the amount originially appropriated for 1964-65, froan
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excess sweepstakes reveniue, and to authorize the school board to
spend this aimoimt prior to June 30, 1965 by applying it to tnaaisporta-
tion costs.
12. To conduct any other business that may legally come before
said meieting.







Proposed Budget for 1965-1966
Andover School District
ADMINISTRATION (100)
230.7 Physical education suppliieis
235. Contraoted Services 50.00
290. Other expenses for instructian 50.00
290.1 Diplomas and Graduation
290.3 Cumulative Recooxis
290.5 Postage aaiid Stationery
290.7 Report cards
$47,400.00
ATTENDANCE SERVICES (300) 10.00
HEALTH SERVICES (400)
410. Salaries
490. Other expenses for Health Services $200.00




535.1 Regular Contracts 13,100.00
OPERATION OF PLANT (600) 11,200.00
610.1 Custodians' salaries 6,000.00








MAINTENANCE OF PLANT (700) 600.00
FIXED CHARGES (800) 5,102.00
850. Sichool District conitrib.
to Employee Retire. 4,102.00
850.1 State Employees' Retireanent
850.2 Teachers' Retirement $2,257.00
850.3 Federal Ins. Ctontrib. Act





SCHOOL LUNCH AND SPECL'^L MILK PROGRAM (900)
975.1 Federal Monies 1,100.00
975.2 District Monies 200.00
DEBT SERVICE FROM CURRENT MONIES
1370. Principal of Debt





OUTGOING TRANSFER ACCOUNTS (1400)
1477.1 Tuition












1477.36 Office Staff Salaries
1477.50 Retire. & Social Sec.
1477.90 Operational Expenses
1477.9 Contingency Fund




Refunds - Federal Lunch Program
Sweepstakes
Total Budget for 1965-1966
Estimated Income
District Assessment

















Classified Statement of Receipts
and Expenditures




Balance Due on Previous Year's Appropriation 3,545.45
Federal:




Interest on Deibt 5,000.00
15,000.00
Outgoing: Transfer Accounts in State:
Tuition 31,296.13
Supervisory Union Expenses 1,756.34
Tax for State-Wide Supervision 428.00 33,480.47
$117,757.49
Less: Employees' Withholding Not Remitted (net) 1,429.71
Total Expenditures for All Purposes $116,327.78
Balance - June 30, 1964 265.16
Gramd Total $116,592.94
Comparative Balance Sheet
As of June 30, 1963 and June 30, 1964
ASSETS June 30, 1963 June 30, 1964
Cash - General Fund $270.39 $265.16
Buildinig Puind 128.32
Accounts Due District:
School Lunch Program (Oonitna) 102.57
Balanicie of Previous Year's Approp. 3,545.45 1,288.61
Total Assets
Net Delbt
Total Assets and Net Debt
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable - Employees' Withholding
Bunding Fund
School Lunch Program (Oomitra)
Bonded Indebtedness
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations
(Exhibit C)
Total Liabilities $130,128.32 $122,126.03
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$3,944.16
Summary of Receipts, Expenditures
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Balance - July 1, 1963 $270.39
Receipts during Year 116,322.55
$116,592.94
Expenditures duiring Year 116,327.78
Balance June 30, 1964 $265.16
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in the Concord National Bank
Per Statement June 26, 1964 31.05
Add: Deposit of July 8, 1964 715.31
746.36
Less: Outstanding Checks 480.20
266.16
Less: Excess Deposit 1.00
Reconciled Balance - June 30, 1964 $265.16





This is to certify that we have exaimined and audited thie accoiints
and records of the Anidover School District for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1964. In our opinion, tihe ExhiDits included herewith reflect
the true financial condition of the School District on June 30, 1964,





DIVISION OP MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Hugh J. Cassidy, Auditor
Charles T. Carroll, Accoiintant
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statement of Bonded Debt











February 1 and August 1
Concord National Bank &
Merchants National Bank



















statement of School Lunch Account
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Balance - July 1, 1963
Receipts During Year:
LuiKMh Sales - CMldren





































Balance in the Franklin National Baiik
Per Statement June 26, 1964
Less : Outstanding Checks
Excess Deposit







Report of School District Treasurer
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1963 $270.39
Received fi-om Selectmen:
Current Appropriation $104,254.55
Bialance of Previous Appropriation 3,545.45
Received from State Treasurer:
Building Aid 3,000.00
Received from Federal Sources:
School Lunch 839.81
Received from Home Economics 26.55
Received from All Other Sources 4,656.19
Total Receipts $116,322.55
Total Amoiuiit Available for Fiscal Year $116,592.94
Less School Board Orders Paid 116,327.78





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Andover of which the above is a true summiary for









Paul J. Fenitton, Chairaian Term expires Marcli 1965
Mrs. Ruth H. Burney Term expires March 1966
Mrs. Claribel Kidder Term expires March 1967
DISTRICT OFFICERS
Ralph G. Ohaffee Moderator
Victor E. Phelps Treasurer
Mrs. Marie N. Rising Clerk
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Raymond E. Morton
Office in the Beede Block, 1 Merrim'ack Street, Penacook, N. H.
Office open all school days from 8:30 to 12:30 and from 1:30 to 4:30.
Appointments for conference with the Superintendent can be made
through tlhe Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth Hazein, Phone 753-6561.
TEACHERS
Raymond S. Burton, Principal
Richard A. Day
Martin Feuerstein
Frances M. Togus (Miss)
Adele E. Glaubit (Mrs.)
Florence Blake (Mrs.)
Carolyn T. Currder, (Mrs.)
Marie N. Rising (Mrs.)
Daniel Flint
Doris S. Pierce (Mrs.)
Mary Sawyer (Mrs.)




SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 46










The remainimg $5,000.00 is paid by the State.
Summary of Building Fund Account
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1964
Balance — July 1, 1963 $128.32
Expenditures
:
Transferred to General Fund 128.32
Balance — June 30, 1964 $-0-
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Concord National Bank -




Roll of Perfect Attendance
Pupils not absent, tardy or dismissed for the

















John Vernon Ally Charlotte Ann Hersey
Ijouis Ediward Barton Roger William Kidder
Peter Arthur Chamberlain Brenidia Sharon Kimball
John Allan Coffin John Daniel Maguii'e
James Wilber Delaraey Roger Teddy Meier
Ann Elizabeth Finnie Kathleen Anne Miller
Robert Leslie French Joniathan Wells Randall
Jeffrey Edward Gulick Roselyn Rae ThiseU
PUPILS ATTENDING SECONDARY SCHOOLS
34 At Franklin High School 33 At New London High School
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School and Town Nurse
The months of Sept., Oct., Nov., and December, were spent doing
physical examinations, vision tests, hearing teists, heights, weights,
and inspections.
Dr. Moffat did 129 physicals on 3rd, 5th, and 7th grades, and also








Cards sent to parents for eyes, were 7
Hearing 1
Teeth 29
There were 3 oases of Impetigo, 1 case of ringwoiin, and 3 cases
of chicken pox.
There was one school yard laccident, which needed to be taken
to the doctor at the hospital. The child had school insurance.
There was one ho\me accident that needed a doctor's attention. This
resulted in thitee calls to the doctor and medication, which the Andover
Nursing board took care of.
Glasses for one child were taken care of by the Andover Lion's
Club.
Credit goes to Mr. Rodney Griffin for the loan of his hearing
machine, so that the hearing tests could be done.

































Cash on hand, January 1, 1964 $2,942.01
Bradley Lake Dam Project Fund 881.46
Sale of Chlorinating Plant 500.00
Transfer of funds from savings bank 3,600.00
Water Rents:
Andover Elementary School 60.43
Anidover Town Office 19.50
Virginia Alley 27.56








Ella Carr heirs 37.50
Ella Carr heirs - Harding House 26.63
Elmer Clark 23.90





Currier and Phelps, Inc. 21.76
Donald Crisp 23.62






Everett Decatur - Barber Shop 24.64
Elaine Eastman 20.81
L. Hassler Einzig 11.83
Esso Station - D. A. McDonald Prop. 35.35



































































































Charles Pratt, landscaping and labor
Albert J. Sanborn, police
William George, trucking and janitor service
John Rivers, copper screens, envelopes and postage
F. M. Piper, water rent books
Florence Shute, Clerk's supplies
Sflnii'ley H. Currier, salary for 1964
Treasurer's supplies
Total Disbursements
Cash on band, December 31, 1964
Cash in National Bank general fund
Bradley Lake Dam project fund
Total
ASSETS
Amount in Savings Banks
Balance in National Bank general fund
Bradley Lake Dam project fund




Two $100 bonds outstanding



























Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,044.02

































Firemen's Salaries for 1964 $220.00
Labor and Materials, 1963 and 1964 849.55
Capitol Plumbing, copper pipe 138.31
A. W. Frost Agency, insurance 64.67
John Chaimberlin, liability insurance 138.48
Charles A. Oarr Co., Inc., Gas 117.45
White Mtn. Power Co., Electricity for CP 24.05
Arudover Auto Wrecking, plowing CP 26.00
Andover Milliimg Co. Inc., planing and making screens 35.00
N. E. Chemical Supply Co., carboys 60.00
LaPortes' Skindiving Shop, diving at reservoir 87.50
International Packing Co., seals 46.43
Riolfe Oamp Co., screening 18.00
Kidder Lumber Oo. 48.14
Fisdhier & Porter Co., new Chlorinating Plant 859.19
City of Concord, Carr service, curb box, and gate boxes 105.39
Dalphomd Bi'os. Inc., lumber for screens 13.44
E. J. Keegan & Co., copper screening 23.33
R. P. Johnson & Son, mails, pine and tile blocks 12.20
Page Belting Co., unions, packing, hydrant 25.98
Mitchell & Hicks Co. Inc., repairs to water main 5,692.43
Wallace & Tiernan Inc., Res. Ohl. comp. 71.55
H. P. Welch Co., express 6.08
Jim's Signs, sign at Bradley Lake 15.00
Donald A. Bliss, bulldozing and digging 1,220.00













I have examiined the accounits of the Treasurer and I find them




East Andover Fire Precinct
Cash on hand, January 1, 1964 and December 31, 1964 $39.74
No receipts and no disbursements during the year.
HAROLD E. KIDDER, JR.,
Treasurer





1948 Ford Chassis, equipped with booster tank
and pump, portable pump, hose ladders and
accessories 2,000.00
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by Ralph G. Chaffee
Many places in eastern United States beiar the name "Anidover."
One of these is a township in central New Hampshii-e, originally
known in early provincial days as Brownstown or EimeiTstown, later
as New Breton, and finally, after its incorporation in 1779, as the
Town of Andover.
Its anea of 32 square miles is perhaps average size as New Hamp-
shire towns go anid its early history of settlement and progress,
with local variations, is not greatly different from that of many of its
sister towns. The present population is just under 1,000.
The topography is varied. A central flat plain of light soil with
underlying sand and gravel is surrounded by hills and ridges. In the
southwest corner rise the slopes of 2,937-ft. Mount Kearsarge. The
township has two fairly large lakes — Highland at East Anidover (211
acres) and Bradley, near tliie central Andover Village (169 acres).
The Blackwater River cuts diagonally across its western end to jooo
the Contoocook and the Merrimack rivers on the way to tilie sea.
For 100 years the Northern Railroad, now the Boston & Maine,
running the entire length of the township, played a vital role in its
life land development. Today it means little locally. The rails aiie
there, a few freight and passenger trains pass through daily, but none
stop at the once-^busy four stations.
Andover, like most New Haimpshii-e townships was carved ouit of
the original royal grant of New Hampshire to Captain John Mason in
1635. The Masonic grant was broken up by his succesisors, and sold
or regranited to various groups of so-called "proprietors" under stipu-
lated terms for the- purpose of settlement. Under the direction of the
proprietors of what is now Andover, the wilderness area was roughly
surveyed as early as 1753, mapped, subdivided into 243 lots in four
tiers or ranges. Each lot was 1 mile long. Some were 40 rods and
others 50 rods wide.
Between the tiers of lots ran thiree rangeways, 4 rods wide and
10 miles long, designed to be the main roads of the future community.
At intervals other connecting rangeways ran between the lots at
right angles to the main rangeways, across the narrower 4-mile
width of the tract.
The proprietors next drew lots to determine their individual hold-
ings; three lots to each. Certain other lots were set aside for the
first aninister's home and for thie support of the ministry, several
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lots for schools, still others for lawyers, who iwouldi handle, any legal
matters arisiiing. A few of the proprietors, all of whom were residents
of the Portsmouth and Hampton seacoast area, actually became
early settlers themselves. But most of them cashed in on their invest-
ment by selling theix holdings to others more willing to enidui'e the
hardships of pioneer life in the northern forest.
The original parchment map of the grant, submitted by the sur-
veyors to the propnietors, no doubt seemed entirely practicial to that
group as they assembled in then far-away Portsmouth. But New
Hampslhire teiTain dees not lend itself readily to a geometrical pat-
tern of straight lines, rectangles and squares. As the areia became
settled, few of the first traEs and crude roads followed the laid-out
rangeways, and fewer still of today's highways follow the proposed
lines, except for short stretches here and there.
Settlement Delay
Following this paper layout of the grant, aotual settlement was de-
layed several years by thie fear of raiding St. Francis Indians from
Canada. The first settler, Joseph Fellows, built his log cabin near
the present east end of the town in 1761. Soon he was followed by
other hardy pioneers. One day in 1764, just 200 years ago. Captain
WUliam Emei-y trudged up through the woods with his axe and
tnasty "Brown Bess" upon 'hiis shoulder. He settled upon the tract
adjoining Joseph Fellows and remained his life-long neighbor. The
old Dublm Castle flintlock rifle is now one of the writer's prized
possessions.
As time went on more and more leg houses and little dealings
began to dot the hillsides. Blazed trails through the forest connected
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them — the beg'inniinigs of tlie first local highways. By direction of the
proprietors, a so-called center road was cut and cleared from the
Pemigewasset River to the new settlement, a link with the oujtside
world.
Oomtrary to popular belief, the area was not one solid expanse of
virgin matiure forest when men like Joseph Fellows first aronived on
the scene. True, there were 'areas of large pines, hemlocks and haaxi-
woods, tout they were interspersed with other lareas of lighter growth
Where lightning and Indian-set fires had taken their toll in earlier
times. Here and there, beavers had dammed the streaims, killing
the forest. As theii' dams in turn disintegrated, wild meadows were
formed. From these meadows the early seititleirs obtained enough wUd
hay to maintain tiheir few cattle until land could be cleared onid
crops plantied. "The meadows were regarded and used as common
property until siome new settler arrived from the lower settlements
to claim them.
As the nuimbsir of inhabitants grew, the need for more and better
roads arose. A sawmill and a grist mill had been built at a lake out-
let. There were logs to be hauled to the saw and the lumber to hiaul
back for building homes. Corn must be taken to the mill.
One or two small stores were started by enterprising settlers,
whose chief items of trade were W^est India rum, salt and molasses.
And these had to be brought in from the outside world. In the
forests were the tallest and straightest pine trees, all reserved for
masts for the royal navy and marked by his agents with the king's
arrow. These had to be hauled in the winter months several miles
over the hills to the headwaters of the Merrimack River, where they
were floated down to the sea in the spring.
The blazed trails, widened here and stnaaightened there, became
oxcart roads. The draft horse and the stage coach were stni some-
thing for the future. Eventually they arrived on the scene, for towns
to the north weire being settled, and there was a new need for roads.
More attention was paid to drainage, and hundreds of stone culverts
or cassie-ways were laid in the gulleys and hollows. The oldtimers
built these well, for many of them are still in service on back-country
roads, carryinig away excess water as tihiey did 150 years ago. And
nearly every road construction job today unearths more.
Eighteen years after Joseph Fellows built the first log cabin, New
Breton had a population of nearly 200. A petition to incorporate as the
town of Andover was granted by the New Ha,mpshire legislature in^
1779. The community was now on its own.
Town Government
Basically the form of government set up at that time differed little
from that in existence today. In^ this respect, Andover, like otTier
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New Hampshins towns too small to adopt a city form of government
has not divorced itself entirely from the past. As it was in 1779,
nearly 200 years ago, the ultimate power and authority in local affairs
still rests with the people themselves, exercised annually on the
second Tuesday in March in Town Meeting.
Here, by voice vote or secret ballot, the voters of the town elect
the officers to serve them for the ensuing year, decide mjatters of
general policy, determine how much money shall be raised and spent
for highways and other purposes, and make the necessary appropri-
ations to tax themselves for the same.
Then as now, the general direction of town affairs is left to the
three sielectmen, one of whom is elected annually to a 3-year term.
On these selectmen, the "selected men" or "town fathers" of yester-
year, fall the tasks of assessing all taxable property in the* conxmu-
nity and appoa-ticning the tax load among its inhabitants, to each his
rightful share. On tfaietm als'o falls general supervision and responsi-
bility for maintenance of the local highways and a hundred and one
other duties connected with the general management of the town.
Although the government structure is basically the same, many
changes have taken place. Succeeding sessions of the state legislature
known in New Hampshire as the General Court, have limited the
powers of the towns and their officers here, broadened tihiem there,
under a framework of statutes ever growing more complex. As an
institution of pure democracy at the grass roots, the Town Meeting
still survives, but it lacks much of its former color. Most of the
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old-time oratory has disappeared, and thie business of the meeting
has become cut and dried routine. In Andover and many other towns,
an evening assem.bly has now replaced wftiat was once the biggest
lall-day event of the year.
First Highways
One of the first acts of the new town, after its incorporation, was
to declare the principal roads used by its inhabitants as legal high-
ways. For the first time these routes were described and set down
in town records. Usually, the irights-of-way were 3 rods wide, some-
times 4 rods, often only 2.
To try to trace some of them today from the old records is
something of a niightmare — so many rods northerly to Deacon So-
and-So's barn, thence westerly to another's pasture bars, or perhaps
to a large pine stump marked XX, land so on. The deacon's barn
land the old pine stump are long gone. Fortunately, as the years went
by, the inhabitants cleared the stones and boulders from thieoa- fields
and to dispose of them, bu'ilt stone walls along the rights-of-way and
field boundaries. Even today, most of Andover's local roiads are stiU
well defined by these old walls, varying in width from a siiingle tier of
stones to 10 or even 12 ft.
For a long time after incorporation, the actual maintenance of the
highways, such as it was, was delegated to so-called "district survey-
ors," as many dn number as the town or its selectman might decide.
Bach was given a waarant by the selectmen allowing Mm to spend a
specified and limited sum of money for the care of roads in has district.
"Working out their taxes" on the roads was common practice for
tihosie iinha,bitants with little^ ready cash at hand. Believe it or not, in
1780 the town voted that "pay for work on the highways sihiall be
twenty dollars a day." It is only fair to state that the Continental
dollar of that day was worth from 2 1/2 to 3 l/2c.
When it became niecessiary to lay out a new road, some person was
hired to build it. No state higihway depiartment existed then or was
even dreamed of.
To meet the growing needs of the intertown stage and freigiht-team
routes, pni'vaite corporations were set up by the legislature to con-
struct a few better-.built toll roads. One of these, the Fourth New
Hampshire Turnpike (U. S. Route 4 todaiy) ran through Anidover
from south to northwest and continued to Lebanon- on the Connecticut
River. There was at least one toll gate in the town, which proved
very unpopular with the independent-tminded natives. The toll gate
was eventually eliminated by the legislature ;assessiing each town
through, which the road passed a fixed sum to pay off the Incorpor-
ators.
The sectioin' of the turnpike through Andover wias built by Captain
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Stephen Harriman from Vermont. He lived on the job in a 30-ft. frame
house mounted on solid tmcks, which was hauled along as the work
progressed by the eig'ht yoke of oxen used in construction. Twio dauglh-
ters cooked for a gang of 20 or more workmen, who lived in tents.
Perhaps this was the first "mobile hoime," back in the early 1800's.
Over this mew highway passed hundreds of tons of supplies and
produce, caxriied in everything from the one-(horse sleigh of a farmer
ox small merchant taking a few cheeses to market to the two, three,
four, six and even eight-horse freight vians, forerunners of today's
common carriers. Over it also ran the stage lines, with reigular
meal-time and overnight stops along the way. And, crowning
glory of all to tine local youngsters, was an occasional stage bearing
the Royal Bi-itish Mail north to Canada , its guards resplendent in
bright red uniforms.
Taverns sprang up along the way to service the stages and freight-
ers. One such was Moulton's in Andover Village. It was no uncom-
mon sight for the tavern yard and the entire village green to be full
of rigs of every description on a busy night.
All this stopped abraptly in 1845 amd 1846 with the coming of the
Northern Raili-oad. A colorful chapter in local history closed.
Bridge Building
We have made no mention of the bridge building that necessarily
paralleled that of the highways. At first the streams were forded.
Next came simple bridges of logs with floors of small saplinigs, to be
followed by those of sawed timbers and planks as sawmills were
established. The Blackwater River and the larger streams gave tiie
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early builders problems. Too wide for single log spans, piers were
built in midstai&am, but the structures weire so low that they were
continually damaged or washed away in spring fresheits. Old Andover
records are filled with expenditures for bridge repairs.
Finally, neiarly 100 years after the fii'&t settlement, came that
crowning achievement of Yankee ingenuity, tjhe covered bridge,
whose securely pinned and latticed sides supported single spans of
considerable lenigth, far above normal flood waters. Andover once
had seven covered bridges, all of t-heim of the so-called "town truss"
design invented by Ithiel Town of Connecticut.
There is no record, however, that the Andover carpenter-buildere
ever used his blueprints or paid Mr. Town the royalty tihat he claimed
as his due for each bridge built to his design. All seven were con-
structed between 1870 and 1887.
Of the seven, two remain standing today. One, the Keniston Bridge,
is still in active service on a minor road. The other, near the new
juncton of busy U. S. Route 4 and New Hampshire Route 11 at
Cilleyville, is now only a foot bridge. It was recently reshinigled to
preserve it as a museum piece and tourist attnaction for the hun-
dreds who stop to admire iit each year.
For years little attempt was made to save these old structures.
They weakened or a new state highway came lalong. Five Andover
covered bridges were torn down to mjake way for more m.odern but
less pictmiesque spans of steel and concrete. More recently, covered
bridges have become objects of veneration, acquiring almost the
status of the sacred cows of India.
Road Equipment
It was not until late in the 19tih century that several innovations
came along to revolutionize the local highway picture. The con-
struction of the initial covered bridge was the first — in 1870. Fifteen
years later, in 1885, the town acquired its first crude iron ro^ad
machine, the hoi'se or ox-drawn forerunmer of today's motor grader.
It cost $215. It was heavy and cumbersioane, but a vast improve-
ment over hand laboi* and tihe ironshod drags.
In 1889 the first snow rollers, buUt by local blacksmith shops, were
used to provide better winter travel. Before the snow rollers, drifts
were shoveled by hand or oxen were used to pack them down.
"Modernity" seems to be anywher© in time that one happens to be
at any given period. To the selectmen of Andover in 1892, modem
times seemed to have arrived indeed. Witness the following from
their report to the town:
"The repair of highways is a subject that demands the attenrtion
of every taxpayer and all others that are in favor of good and safe
roads; and that, in order to have them what theiy should be, a system
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should be adopted so as to bring labouit that result. It seejns that the
'old highway district' system of repaaring roads has outlived its days
of usefulness; and with the inipix>ved metliods of i-^pairing roads
in summer with the road machine, and the snow roller in the winter,
seems to demand a change, to what is known as the Town System,
by which the repairs and breaiking of roads shall be placed in the
hands of an agent or agents who shall have full charge and be
responsible for the proper repair of roads and bridges."
As was typical of the old-time town meetings, opposition to any
change in the status quo developed, but the matter was finally left
to the selectmen to decide. By their decision the district system
came to an end, to be replaced by two road agemts, one for the east
end and one for the west end of the town. This dual responsibility for
road maintenance continued until 1952, when the same man Wias
elected to both positions to become a single road agent for the entire
town.
Snow rollers were used to pack down the snow on highways for
the next 37 years, continuing in use for more than 20 years after
the first automobiles came into the town to become a factor in sum-
mer travel. Either 10 or 12 ft. wide, depending on whetjher or not it
must pass through a nai^row covered bridge somewhere along its
route, the big wooden roller made a fairly firm^packed surface for
horse-drawn tiiaffic. Pulled by four or six horses, occasionally eight
after a particularly hsiavy drifting storm, the roller was necessarily
rather slow. It took at least 2 days for four rolls to break out some
50 miles of highways.
Even the state highways through town were rolled by the town^ for
three winters. The first 2-mile stretch of bituminous-surfaced road
was built in 1924.
In 1927 Andover purchased its fii'st equipment for plowing snow
—
a Mead-iMornison tractor equipped with a Snow King rotary snow
plow. And what a combination that proved to be! Unldike modem
screw-type snow blowers, the large rotors on the town's plow
were mounted near the middle of the moldboard, catching the snow
as it rolled up from the ground and hurling it freely to iboth sides. lit
came equipped with two spouts, which loaded up so quickly with
wet snow that they were discarded as impractical.
The combination tractor and plow made a good, but narrow road;
it would go through almost any snow drift in a short time. But it was
hell to drive when the flying snow from the windward side blew
back across the operator's vision in a cross wind. It would also
hurl rocks with equal facility if the luckless operator steered off the
beaten path and nudged a loose stone wall.
Two more tractors followed the rotary with more conventional
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plows before a chamgie was made to the faster and more efficient
truck snowplotws used today in conjunction with a modern motor
grader.
RECENT History
The construction and care of all roads in the township sifcarted out
entirely as a local responsibility or, in the case of the Fourth New
Hampshire Turripike, that of a privatie corporation. This continued
until early in the 1900 's when the state highwiay system, was set up.
Then began a series of small grants of state aid to the towns to help
maintain those sections of state hiighway within then* boundai'ies,
and jointly financed programs to rebuild them to higher standards.
In 1923 the first two-mile section of rebuilt trunk line in Andover
was given a bituminous tar surface, a treaitment subsequently applied
to all the trunk line in town.
The first financial laid to the town for local roads came in 1933
under a program known as E. R. U. (Emergency Relief of Unem-
ployment). It provided for little more than spreading up to 6 in. of
gravel over the existing width of local dii't roads; little attention
was given to buiilding culverts or other drainage structures. It em-
phiasized distance ratlier than permanence, and was, in part, a "make
work" program. The improvements made were not lasting, but it was
a beginning.
Under subsequent programs, now known as Town Road Aid (T.R.A.),
st;and)ards have continually been raised to provide quality and per-
manence, including good drainage. Standai'ds at the present time
call for a 22-ft. width, shoulder-to-shoulder, at least a 12-in deep
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gnavel base, and an 18-ft-wide asphalt sui'faoe. The surface is road
mixed with a moftor grader into a 3-in blanket when initially laid.
The following yeaa' the sun-face is given a seal coat.
Asphalt has long since supplanted tai- as a surfsicing material. In
fact, the Town of Andover pioneered its use locally before the state
finally discarded tar in favoa- of asphalt.
Like other loiral townships, Andover has used the towm'iciad aid
program to extend it's asphalt road mileage. All main highways are
now surfaced and more than half of the less important routes. Under
state law, town road-aid funds are appoi'tionied on thie basis of total
road mileage. Andover receives about $6,500 each year for road
improvement.
Highway progress has seemed slow at times, but it has been steady.
Isolated sections of 'asphalt-surfaced roads were sometimes built at
first to eliminate some particularly troublesome problem, but are
now tied together in continuous routes. Five of 10 dangerous raili-oad
crossings at grades have been eliminated through local and state
construction programs.
Unlike many towns Andover still hires rather (than owns much of
the equipment used in road work. The road agent happens also to be
a well-equipped contractor. The town does own a grader, snowplows,
a street bToom and sanders.
Today, the Town of Andover might be called a bedroom town for
surrounding industrial communities. It has three small woodworking
industries, but many of its re/sidents commute daily beyond its borders.
Or again, it might be referred to as a retirement or even a summer
residential town, for all of these have been important in its develop-
ment. It is also a school town, the home of Proctor Academy. Prom
small and uncertain beginnings as early as 1848, this boar^ag school
for iboys now enjoys a high rating among schools of its class.
It is difficult, even for one who has spent 40 years of his life hei-e,
to decide just wliat particular attractions Andover has for outsiders.
Have them it must, for many from far-away places come here for a
short visit, return again and again, land finally become permament
residents, who have no wish to return to their former abodes.



